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The Dewhurst Files – Part 1 

 

When the White Hats started reviewing the Falcone Fraud, David Dewhurst was then 

currently serving in Texas as the Lt. Governor, a position of Public Trust.   An honorable 

position, demanding he conducted himself accordingly.   His ambitions extended to 

challenging for a seat in the Senate.  Mr. Dewhurst’s complete personal integrity, and his 

ability to be an honest, forthright, public official, an elected leader of the people of the State 

of Texas, following the Bush /Herzog Fraud,  now becomes an issue. 

This is a man whose own brother, in conjunction with others,  is now facing unfolding 

litigation following the debacle over the breach of contract, and numerous other serious 

felonious criminal activities, relating to the Ed Falcone affair.   Public entities are complicit and 

their associations which are unfolding will have implications for many. 

 

Here are further details received: 

 

    Donald Nevin, the brother to David Dewhurst, signed a contract with his passport copy 

attached, as part of a settlement deal with Ed Falcone.   This was presented to Ed Falcone as 

an already signed agreement. 

    Ed Falcone received emails in reference to this settlement contract that contained a 

heading, ”The Bush Settlement”. 

    Donald Nevins opened up a bank account for his group.  Part of the settlement funds were 

instructed to be transferred into this account.   He met with Ed Falcone and his bankers 

assuring them the funds would be wired to the agreed bank coordinates. 

    Donald Nevin indicated he was working on behalf of Bush Senior and the “Agency” [a 

reference to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)] via his brother, a former CIA Operative and 

the then Lieutenant Governor of Texas, David Dewhurst. 

    Donald Nevin was part of a team, including five (5) other individuals, who flew around the 

world desperately trying to move money and alter bank account records to hide Bush Senior’s 

stolen moneys from Falcone and Joe Biden’s bribery money, from pursuing investigators.   We 

have previously reported about some of these activities. These accounts using Bank trading 

Programs escalated up to over $900 Billion dollars, all Tax Evaded and hidden offshore by 



Bush, Herzog, Ackermann, Romney, Biden, Clintons and others. This is just one of so many 

more cases and Herzog, as the Bagman for the Bush, Clinton Crime Families, was fully 

exposed by the Interpol raid on his home and offices where vast amounts of incriminating 

evidence and contracts were discovered. As a vengeful, vitriolic Zio Rat he has threatened to 

expose all the extensive Bush/Clinton and CIA trading accounts if he is made to pay back his 

part of what they stole.   This needs Trump to appoint a Trusted Elliot Ness. Extradite Herzog, 

interrogate Dewhurst , Romney and all of them. The Bribes alone will carry a lot of Jail time.  

    The signed agreement by Donald Nevin instructed Ed Falcone, that upon receiving his 

settlement payment he would transfer $550,000,000 Dollars into the group bank account 

explained above.   50%, or $275,000,000 Dollars would be divided between Donald Nevins 

and his brother, Lieutenant Governor David Dewhurst, while the other 50% would divided 

among the five other CIA individuals who flew around the world using Government planes, 

acting for Bush and Biden, helping move the stolen funds. 

This needs serious prosecution, with damning consequences for many, including Dewhurst as 

he will have to answer for his very awkward participation.   Their Bank visits with Senior Bank 

Officers, which are on record and will be declared, will have severe international legal 

consequences.   Proof and the footprints of guilt are now ready to be exhibited in a Court of 

Law, with developing criminal implications.  The Bush’s are telling their scared minions not to 

do anything and be quiet … it will all blow over … “trust us”, they say.  Well,  trust us … it will 

not blow over … even with all of the threats, bribes and political destruction, many are 

fiercely angry and are not only willing but will gladly come forward to tell all they know.  Even 

the Bush’s do not have the ability to stop this building political storm once we get Herzog 

extradited. 

The consequences are unfolding.   Perhaps, Dewhurst’s dream of Senatorial glory may be 

better focused on being a Senatorial candidate by upholding the Constitution and all that 

being a high level, elected public official means and requires.  If we could suggest, and we 

hate to be out of line by suggesting, but maybe, just maybe, then ex Lt. Governor David 

Dewhurst needs to tell the truth about his involvement with the Bush’s and the 

$135,000,000.00 Dollars he was to receive for having his Brother deliver a message and 

documents.  Or was ex Lt. Governor Dewhurst’s share of the money, a mere $135,000,000 

Dollars, more than meets the eye?  Dewhurst was a CIA operative after all … does he know 

the truth?   America, this does not compute, does it to you?  Are you voting for a person who 

was using his office for things that logically are difficult to explain?  Is he to be trusted to 

represent you faithfully, or as we saw,  line his pockets at your expense?  It’s your vote!! 

Either way, we say that if Dewhurst cared about his personal integrity and, that of the offices 

he wishes to hold, he either needs to tell the total truth which exposes the Bush’s or cease 



with his aspirations of being an elected official on any level.   Dewhurst, your answer will tell 

the people of the State of Texas and all of America about your ability to ever hold office and 

faithfully represent your constituents.  THE EYES OF OUR NATION ARE NOW UPON YOU. 

What is visibly unfolding is a real life play on the American dream.   The American ethos is to 

work, to prosper, to succeed, but not to have it stolen or defrauded from us.  It’s about doing 

the right thing, standing together and helping all.   Elected Officials are paid to help us, not 

use public office to help themselves. 

  Let us show the American spirit has not died. Your voice counts and together it gets louder. 

Exposure is their worst nightmare.    Justice for one man, is justice for all. 

We need President Trump to appoint an Enforcement Officer to investigate, Extradite Herzog, 

recover these funds as proceeds of crime, prosecute the Fraud and Bribe Takers /Givers!!, 

Prosecute the Tax Evaders, and use all the proceedings to cross investigate all linked Trading 

Programs and Tax Evasion running into Trillions. Take it ALL back!  

Drain this Swamp.  Give Bush 41 the exposure legacy he truly deserves.  

 


